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Thanks to all in 
attendance and 
on-line…

amazing event!
⎻Neutral country but 

not a time to be 
neutral on space 
safety.

⎻Support governments, 
manufacturers, 
investors, insurers, 
and operators who 
are trying to move the 
community forward.



It Must Be Simple… but It May Not Be Easy!
IMPACT TOLERANCE
- Impact protection: do it early to be most

cost-effective
- Fault tolerance: Iridium reduced exposed 

area in RAM (Iridium to Iridium NEXT) and 
reduced debris effects

- Largest variable is environment models

DEBRIS PREVENTION
- Ban ASAT testing 
- 25-yr rule is outdated
- Poor prevention adds to remediation and 

collision avoidance burden

DEBRIS REMEDIATION
- Reduce statistical risk of bad neighborhoods 

since debris-generating potential driven by 
dead-on-dead encounters

- Need catalyst to truly launch debris 
remediation  industry

- ADR requires managing reentry risk, as
it displace risks, does not eliminate it

COLLISION AVOIDANCE
- Avoid overlapping constellations
- Operator ephemeris sharing and covariance 

realism are critical
- Standards and best practices for CA globally useful



Close out with a flurry of facts 
that provide perspective on 

characterizing efficacy of 
space safety activities

Don’t Care About Opinions When Facts Are Available



Space ecosystem evolution has a viable, logical, and repeatable 
pattern: do not fight the riptide - swim parallel to the coast

Government-sanctioned capabilities provide foundation for emerging 
scalable commercial offerings that augment “traditional” capabilities 
that in combination are better than either alone:

- Space-based Earth Imagery
- Space-based Ground Communications
- Space Launch Vehicles
- SSA/CA/RA Services
- ADR Services

If You Are Not Moving Forward…



Ban ASAT Tests…
- Two ASAT clouds account for 35% of all conjunctions with PC > 1E-6 in 2022

- Double number of fragments in orbit for Fengyun 1C cloud but nearly 
triple number of events with operational satellites for C1408 cloud



Risk = PC x Consequence (mass)
40,000/month with PC >1E-6



Aggregate PC vs Risk by “Derelict” Families

PC Risk



• Covariance Realism
- Better math
- More frequent obs

• HBR Realism
- Avoid default values
- Dynamic, physics-based

• Time is Safety
- In minutes, not hours
- Move closer to TCA
- Fusion does not do this

• What you can’t see, can kill you
- Catalog LNT

PC a Multi-Dimensional Value: Show Your Work

9

-Large covariances
-Conservative HBR
-Updates “daily”
-Catastrophic risk only

-Small covariances
-Dynamic HBR
-Updates “hourly”
-Catastrophic and 
Mission-terminating risk

Fewer and safer maneuvers



Current vs Future Collision Risk: Risk Realism
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“Pay Me Now or Pay Me More Later…”

• Research by University of 
Southampton investigated 
tradeoff between tightening 
debris mitigation guidelines 
and ADR operations
✓Reducing deorbit guideline to less 

than a year decreases ADR 
requirement from 5/year to 
around 1.5/year

✓Reducing PMD threshold would be 
much less expensive than ADR but 
would have to pay NOW!

• THIS WAS FROM OVER TEN YEARS 
AGO – getting worse!!! Compliments of Dr. Hugh Lewis, University of Southampton

Resulting 
Growth 
Rate (%)



Satellite Has Impact-Induced Anomaly? Call Darren



Reducing Collision Risk in LEO
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- Prevention is easier than remediation
- ADR to prevent catalog fragment and LNT creation
- Reduce collision avoidance burden… 

➢ By reducing number of objects, more coordination, 
better math, and more frequent observations 

- Learn how to “operate through” certain subset of population

This situation
varies drastically
by altitude, even 

within LEO



THANK YOU


